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Skilled Suppression 

Morton Ann Gernsbacher and Mark Faust 

When information from two or more domains conflict, we often experi
ence interference (see Dempster, 1 992, for a review).  The phenomenon of in
terference has long held intrigue for experimental psychologists. Many psy
chological theories revolve around the concept of interference. For example, 
retroactive and proactive interference have been imputed in many theories of 
learning and forgetting (Zechmeister & Nyberg, 1 982 ) ,  and disagreement 
over the locus of interference effects in selective-attention tasks (e.g., an early 
vs. late "bottleneck") distinguishes several theories of attention (Allport, Tip
per, & Chmiel, 1 985;  Neil l  & Westberry, 1 98 7; Yee, 1 99 1 ) . Recently, interfer
ence has been proposed as a powerful explanation for the cognitive changes 
associated with childhood development and adult aging (Bjorklund & Har
nishfeger, 1 990; Dempster, 1 992, 1 993;  Harnishfeger, Chapter 6, this volume; 
Harnishfeger & Bjorklund, 1 993;  McDowd, Oseas-Kreger, & Filion, Chapter 
1 1 ,  and Reyna, Chapter 2, this volume ) .  

I n  this chapter w e  explore the interference that often arises during com
prehension. Consider, for example, the comprehension of a spoken or written 
sentence.  Successful comprehension entails building a coherent mental repre
sentation from a string of serially presented words. Thus, at some level, indi
vidual words comprise a basis for building a mental representation of a sen
tence. However, even a brief examination of a dictionary documents that 
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many English words are to some degree ambiguous; they have several, often 
distinct senses. Early "top-down" models of comprehension (e.g., Schank & 

Abelson, 1977) stressed the role of prior context; prior context constrained 
the semantic information that could be activated during word recognition, 
and thus the interference from different senses of a word was avoided. 

Over the past decade, studies of ambiguous words heard or read in a 
sentence context have, for the most past, suggested the following pattern. Ini
tially, multiple senses of an ambiguous word are activated to greater or lesser 
degrees; later, the meaning most contextually appropriate is selected (Conrad, 
1974; Duffy, Morris, & Rayner, 1988; Merrill, Sperber, & McCauley, 1981; 
Onifer & Swinney, 1981; Swinney, 1979). Although several studies have chal
lenged the generality of this proposal (Kellas, Paul, Martin, & Simpson, 
1991; Tabossi, 1988a, 1988b), we assume that, on average, more information 
is activated during reading than is appropriate or relevant to comprehension 
of the text as a whole (Gernsbacher & Faust, 199lb). Thus, the potential for 
interference from contextually inappropriate information is a basic ingredient 
of our perspective on comprehension. We are not alone in this respect. Sever
al other researchers have proposed models of comprehension that also include 
the potential for interference from inappropriate information (Hasher & Za
cks, 1988; Just & Carpenter, 1992; Kintsch, 1988). 

In this chapter we begin by describing how a mechanism of suppression 
can reduce the interference from inappropriate information; suppression 
dampens the activation of contextually inappropriate information. We then 
describe a series of studies that link the ability to successfully suppress inap
propriate information (the facility to attenuate interference) to comprehen
sion skill. We conclude by presenting the results of two experiments that 
demonstrate that the suppression effects we have examined before are suscep
tible to the probability of instances when suppression is needed. This finding 
suggests that our proposed mechanism of suppression is composed of at least 
some attentionally driven components. 

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

Our conception of suppression derives from the Structure Building 
Framework, which is a simple framework for understanding the cognitive 
processes and mechanisms involved in comprehension (Gernsbacher, 1990). 
Accordmg to the Structure Building Framework, the goal of comprehension is 
to build coherent mental representations or structures. The building blocks of 
these mental structures are what we refer to as memory nodes. l\1emory nodes 
represent previously comprehended information, perhaps in a distributed 
sense. 

According to the Structure Building Framework, memory nodes are ac
tivated by incoming stimuli. Once activated, memory nodes transmit process-
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ing signals, which either enhance (increase) or suppress (dampen or decrease) 
other nodes' activation. Thus, once memory nodes are activated, two mecha
nisms control their level of activation: these mechanisms are suppression and 
enhancement. (For a related perspective on memory strength, see Brainerd's 
distinction between output interference and episodic activation in Chapter 4, 
this volume. )  Memory nodes are enhanced when the information they repre
sent is necessary for ongoing processing; they are suppressed when the infor
mation they represent is not necessary. 

The notion that incoming stimuli activate memory representations is fa
miliar. Wbat is novd about the Structure Building Framework's proposal is 
that activated memory nodes transmit processing signals. This proposal more 
fully captures the analogy of neural activity-an analogy that inspires many 
models of cognition. This IS because the familiar norian that incoming stimuli 
activate memory nodes captures only one aspect of the analogy, the electrical 
transmission of information (along axons); but the novel proposal that acti
vated memory nodes also transmit processing signals completes the analogy. 
The transmission of processing signals (suppression and enhancement) paral
lels the chemical transmission of information (across synapses, via neuro
transmitters). 

The mechanisms of suppression and enhancement are crucial to success
ful language processing. Consider only the need for suppression: in many situ
ations, irrelevant or inappropriate information is automatically activated, un
consciously retrieved, or naturally perceived. For instance, reading a string of 
letters activates phonological, semantic, and orthographic information (M. 
Coltheart, Davelaar, Jonasson, & Besner, 1977; Rosson, 1985). Indeed, labor
atory experiments demonstrate that reading the letter string rows can activate 
the phonological sequence lroz/, which can activate the word rose (van Or
den, 1987; van Orden, Johnston, & Hale, 1988). But to correctly understand 
a homophone (e.g., rows), the homophone's alternate forms (e.g., rose) must 
be suppressed. 

Information from other modalities must also be suppressed. We often 
read in the presence of background noise, and we conduct conversations in 
the presence of visual stimuli. In these 5ituations, we often experience interfer
ence across modalities. Laboratory experiments demonstrate that it is harder 
to read a word w hen it is written within a line-drawing of an object, and it is 
harder to name a line-drawn object if a word is written within it (Smith & 

McGee, 1980). But for succe5sful language processing, irrelevant information 
from other modalities must be suppressed (Tipper & Driver, 1988). 

Our previous research has illustrated the role of suppression in various 
language phenomena. These phenomena include lexical access (how we un
derstand the meanings of words); anaphoric reference (how we understand to 
whom or what anaphors, such as pronouns, refer); cataphoric reference (how 
words that arc marked by devices, such as spoken stress, gain a privileges sta
tus in comprehenders' mental structures); surface information loss (why 
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seemingly superficial information, such as syntactic form, is forgotten more 
rapidly than seemingly more important information, such as thematic con
tent; Gernsbacher, 1985); syntactic parsing (how we decode the grammatical 
form of sentences into meaning); and general comprehension skill (which is 
skill at comprehending linguistic as well as nonlinguistic media). 

In addition to demonstrating the ubiquity of suppression, our previous 
research clarifies the nature of this mechanism. These experiments illustrate 
three critical principles of suppression: 

Principle I. Suppression is an active dampening of activation. 
Principle 2. Suppression signals are transmitted by activated mem

ory nodes. 
Principle 3. Suppression is a general cognitive mechanism. 

The experiments on lexical access and cataphoric reference (Gernsbacher & 

Faust, 1991 b; Gernsbacher & Jescheniak, 1994) illustrate Principle 1: Sup
pression is an active dampening of activation. These experiments demonstrate 
that suppression differs from passive decay and from compensatory inhibition 
(the notion that some memory nodes must decrease in activation simply be· 
cause others have increased). 

The experiments on anaphoric and cataphoric reference (Gernsbacher, 
1989; Gernsbacher & Hargreaves, 1988; Gernsbacher, Hargreaves, & Bee
man, 1989; Gernsbacher & Shroyer, 1989) illustrate Principle 2: Suppression 
signals are transmitted by activated memory nodes. These experiments 
demonstrate that how strongly suppression signals are transmitted is a func
tion of how marked the anaphoric and cataphoric devices are. The more 
marked the anaphoric or cataphoric devices are, the stronger the suppression 
signals will be. 

The experiments on general comprehension skill (Gernsbacher & Faust, 
19 91a; Gernsbacher, Varner, & Faust, 1990) illustrate Principle 3: Suppres
sion is a general cognitive mechanism. These experiments demonstrate that 
the same mechanism that suppresses inappropriate information during sen
tence comprehension could suppress inappropriate information during scene 
comprehension. Moreover, these experiments demonstrate that successful 
suppression underlies skilled comprehension. In the next part of this chapter 
we review these experiments. In the last part of this chapter, we present new 
data that demonstrate that employing the mechanism of suppression that we 
have identified in our previous work is a strategic skill. 

SUCCESSFUL SUPPRESSION UNDERLIES 
SKILLED COMPREHENSION 

According to many models of word understanding, when comprehen
ders first hear or read a word, information provided by that word activates 
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various potential meanings. Then, constraints provided by lexical, semantic, 
syntactic, and other sources of information alter those meanings' levels of ac
tivation. Eventually, one meaning becomes most strongly activated. That is 
the meaning that comprehenders access and incorporate into their developing 
mental structures (these ideas are culled from the models of Becker, 1976; 
Kintsch, 1988; Marslen-Wilson & Welsh, 1978; McClelland & Rumelharr, 
1981; Norris, 1986). 

What the Structure Building Framework adds to these ideas is the pro
posal that suppression and enhancement modulate the different meanings' 
levels of activation. The role of the mechanism of suppression can be illustrat
ed by examining how comprehenders access the appropriate meaning of am
biguous words (i.e., words such as bugs that have at least two diverse mean
ings). Immediately after comprehenders hear or read an ambiguous word, 
multiple meanings of the word are often activated. In fact, multiple meanings 
are often activated even though one meaning is strongly implied by the con
text (Conrad, 1974; Kintsch & Mross, 1985; Lucas, 1987; Seidenberg, 
Tanenhaus, Leiman, & Bienkowski, 1982; Tanenhaus, Leiman, & Seiden
berg, 1979; Till, Mross, & Kintsch, 1988). For example, immediately after 
the word spade is heard or read, both the playing card meaning and the gar
den tool meaning are often momentarily activated. This occurs even when 
one meaning is strongly implied, for instance, even when the garden tool, not 
the playing card, meaning of spade is implied in the following sentence. 

( 1) He dug with the spade. 

Successful comprehension must involve suppressing the contextually inappro
priate meaning-the playing card meaning. In Gernsbacher et al. ( 199 0), we 
discovered that skilled comprehenders are more successful in suppressing the 
inappropriate meanings of ambiguous words. 

Skilled Comprehenders Are More Successful in 
Suppressing Inappropriate Meanings 

In Gernsbacher et al. (1990; Experiment 4 ), we selected two samples of 
more-skilled and less-skilled comprehenders from the extreme thirds of a dis
tribution of 2 70 University of Oregon students whom we had tested on the 
Multi-Media Comprehension Battery (Gernsbacher & Varner, 1988). The 
Multi-Media Comprehension Battery tests subjects' comprehension of writ
ten, auditorily presented, and nonverbal picture stories. W hen the more- and 
less-skilled comprehenders returned to the lab, they read short sentences; after 
each sentence, they saw a test word. Their task was to verify whether the test 
word fit the meaning of the sentence they just read. On 80 trials, the test 
word did indeed fit the sentence, but we were more interested in the 80 trials 
in which the test word did not fit the sentence. On half of those trials, the last 
word of the sentence was an ambiguous word, for example, 
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(2) He dug with the spade. 

The test word on these trials was a meaning of the ambiguous word that was 
inappropriate to the context, for example, ACE. We measured how long sub
jects took to reject a test word like ACE after reading a sentence like (2). And 
we compared the latency with how long subjects took to reject ACE after 
reading the same sentence but with the last word replaced by an unambiguous 
word, for example. 

(3) He dug with the shovel. 

This comparison showed us how activated the inappropriate meaning of the 
ambiguous word was; the more time subjects took to reject ACE after the 
spade versus the shovel sentence, the more activated the inappropriate mean
ing must have been. 

We presented the test words at two intervals: immediately ( 100 ms) after 
subjects finished reading each sentence, and after an 850-ms delay. We pre
dicted that at the immediate test point, both the more- and less-ski lied com
prehenders would take longer to reject test words after ambiguous than after 
unambiguous words. For example, both groups would take longer to reject 
ACE after reading the spade sentence than after reading the shovel sentence. 
This prediction was based on the vast literature demonstrating that immedi
ately after ambiguous words are read, contextually inappropriate meamngs 
are often activated. We particularly expected the inappropriate meanings to 
be activated because our task required comprehenders to focus their attention 
on a subsequent word and try to integrate that word into the previous context 
(Giucksberg, Kreuz, & Rho, 1986; van Pecten & Kuras, 1987). 

Our novel predictions concerned what would happen after the delay. We 
predicted that after the delay, the difference between the more-skilled compre
henders' latencies to reject test words following ambiguous versus following 
unambiguous words would be reduced. This is because more-skilled compre
henders should be more able to successfully suppress the inappropriate mean
mgs. 

Figure 1 displays our 64 subjects' data, presented as estimated activa
tion of the inappropriate meanings. We estimated activation of the inappro
priate meanings by subtracting subjects' latencies to reject test words like 
ACE after reading ambiguous words like spade from their latencies to reject 
test words like ACE after reading unambiguous words like shovel. 

As Figure 1 illustrates, immediately after comprehenders of both skill 
levels read the ambiguous words, the inappropriate meanings were highly ac
tivated. However, 850 ms after the more-skilled comprehenders read the am
biguous words, the inappropriate meanings were no longer reliably activated. 
We suggest that by this time the more-skilled comprehenders had successfully 
suppressed the inappropriate meanings. But for the less-skilled comprehen
ders, even after the delay, the inappropriate meanings were still highly activat-
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FIGURE 1. Estimated activation " the difference between subjects' latencies to reJect test 
words like ACE after read1ng ambiguous words like spade versus unambiguous words like shov· 
el. The more-skilled comprehenders are represented by hatching; the less-skilled comprehenders 
are represented br unfilled bars. Data from M. A. Gernsbacher, K. R. Varner, & M. E. Faust 
.foum;�/ of E.\'pem>�c>�t<11 P;)'chology: Lmming . .  'vi emory. a11d Cogllltllm I 1990; Experiment 4). 

ed. In fact, they were as highly activated following the delay as they were im
mediately after reading the ambiguous words. These results support the hy
pothesis that skilled comprehenders are more successful in suppressing the in
appropriate meanings of ambiguous words. 

Skilled Comprehenders Are More Successful in Suppressing 
Incorrect Forms of Homophones 

Reading a string of letters activates an array of information. Reading a 
letter string virtually always activates orthographic information-information 
about the individual letters in the string and their relative position to one an
other. Often, reading a letter string activates semantic information, lexical in
formation, and phonological information. In fact, semantic, lexical, and 
phonological information is often activated even when the string does not 
compose an English word (M. Coltheart et al., 1977; Rosson, 1985). 

Automatic activation of phonological information was the focus of our 
next experiment. By automatic activation of phonological information we 
mean the phenomenon in which reading the letter string (and homophone) 
rows activates the phonological sequence /roz/, which can activate rose (an
other form of the homophone). How do we know that a letter string often ac
tivates phonological information, which in turn activates other forms of ho-
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mophones? Consider the following finding: comprehenders have difficulty 
quickly rejecting the word rows as not being an exemplar of the category 
FLOWER (van Orden, 1987; van Orden et al., 1988). 

I n  order to successfully comprehend a written passage, these incorrect 
forms cannot remain activated. According to the Structure Building Frame
work, comprehension involves the mechanism of suppression. The same 
structure-building mechanism that suppresses the inappropriate meanings of 
ambiguous words could also suppress the incorrect forms of homophones. I f  
this i s  the same mechanism, and i f  this general suppression mechanism under
lies successful comprehension, then more-skilled comprehenders should be 
more successful in suppressing the incorrect forms of homophones. 

Re Ia ted evidence a I ready supports this prediction. Consider the sen-
renee: 

( 4) She blue up the balloon. 

Six-year-olds are more likely to accept that sentence than are 10-year-olds, 
even when they clearly know the difference between blue and blew (Doctor & 
Coltheart, 1980; see also V. Coltheart, Laxon, Rickard, & Elton, 1988). If we 
assume that I 0-year-olds are more skilled than 6-year-olds at comprehension, 
this finding suggests that more-skilled comprehenders are more successful in 
suppressing the incorrect forms of homophones that are often automancally 
activated. 

We rested this hypothesis in Gernsbacher and Faust (1991a; Experiment 
1). Our subjects were United States Air Force recruits who were selected from 
a sample of 455 subjects whom we tested with the Multi-Media Comprehen
sion Battery. We selected 48 subjects from the top third of the distribution 
(those who scored the highest) and 48 subjects from the bottom third of the 
distribution (those who scored the lowest). When these more- and less-skilled 
comprehenders returned to the lab, they performed a laboratory task similar 
to the task v,;e used in our previous research. They read short sentences, and 
following each sentence, they saw a test word. The subjects verified whether 
the test word fit the meaning of the sentence they just read. On 80 tnals, the 
rest word did indeed fit the sentence's meaning, but on 80 trials it did not. We 
were interested in those trials in which the test word did not fit the meaning. 

On half of those trials, the last word of the sentence was one form of a 
homophone, for example, 

(5) He had lots of patients. 

On these trials, the test word was related to the homophone's other form, for 
example, the test word CALM is related to patience. We compared how long 
subjects took to reject CALM after reading sentence (5) with how long they 
took to reject CALM after reading the same sentence with the last word re
placed by a nonhomophone, for example, 
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(6) He had lots of students. 

This comparison showed us how activated the incorrect form was; the more 
time subjects took to reject CALM after the patients sentence versus after the 
students sentence, the more activated the patients form of the homophone 
must have been.1 

We presented the test words at two intervals: immediately ( 100 ms) after 
subjects finished reading each sentence, and after 1-s delay. We predicted that 
at the immediate interval, comprehenders of both skill levels would take 
longer to reject test words following homophones than following nonhomo
phones. For example, both groups would take longer to reject CALM after 
reading the patients sentence than after reading the students sentence. This re
sult would corroborate the results of van Orden ( 1987; van Orden et al., 
1988). This result would also demonstrate that comprehenders of both skill 
levels often activate phonological information during reading. Our novel pre
dictions concerned what would happen after the delay. We predicted that af
ter the 1-s delay, the difference between the more-skilled comprehenders' la
tencies to reject test words following homophones versus following 
nonhomophones would be reduced, because more-skilled comprehenders 
should be more successful in suppressing the incorrect forms. 

Figure 2 illustrates our 96 subjects' data, presented as estimated activa
tion of the incorrect forms of the homophones. We estimated activation of the 
incorrect forms by subtracting subjects' latencies to reject test words like 
CALM after reading nonhomophones like students from their latencies to re
ject test words like CALM after reading homophones like patients. As Figure 
2 illustrates, immediately after comprehenders of both skill levels read the ho
mophones, the inappropriate forms were highly activated; in fact, they were 
almost equal! y activated for the more-skilled as for the less-skilled compre
henders. However, one second after the more-skilled comprehenders read the 
homophones, the incorrect forms were no longer reliably activated. We sug
gest that the more-skilled comprehenders had successfully suppressed the in
correct forms. But for the less-skilled comprehenders, even after the 1-s delay, 
the incorrect forms were still htghly activated; in fact, they were as highly ac
tivated after 1 s as they were immediately after reading the words. These data 
support the hypothesis that more-skilled comprehenders are more successful 
111 suppressing the mcorrect forms of homophones. 

'To ensure that the homophones would be familiar to our subjects. 25 students at the Uni
,·ersin· of Oregon 1udged. without wne pressure, whether the rest words fir the meanings of our 
e'pe,"imenral and filler sentences. \'i/e used experimental sentences and test words onlr if 95':-'o ol 
our srudents agreed rhat rhe test words did not fit their senrences' meanings, and we used ftller 
>entences and test words only ii 95% of our students agreed that the test words di<l Itt thetr sen
ren(es' meanings. 
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Skilled Comprehenders Are More Successful in Suppressing 
Typical-but-Absent Objects 

According to the Structure Building Framework, many of the cognitive 

processes and mechanisms involved in comprehending language are involved 

in comprehending nonlinguistic stimuli, for instance, naturalistic scenes. Oth

er researchers also consider scene perception as "comprehension" (Bieder

man, 1 98 1 ;  Friedman, 1 979; Mandler & Johnson, 1 976) .  

The mechanism of suppression seems critical to successful scene com

prehension. Indeed, Biederman writes about the difficulty in "suppressing the 

interpretations of  visual arrays that comprise scenes" (Biederman, Bickle, 

Teitelbaum, & Klatsky, 1 988, p. 456 ) .  This difficulty is manifested in the fol

lowing phenomenon: After briefly viewing a scene, subjects are more l ikely to 

incorrectly report that an object was present if  that object is typical ly found in 

that type of scene. For instance, subjects are more l ikely to incorrectly report 

that a tractor was present in a farm scene than in a kitchen scene, and they are 

more l ikely to incorrectly report that a kettle was present in a kitchen scene 

than in a farm scene (Biederman, Glass, & Stacy, 1 973; Biederman, Mezzan

otte, & Rabinowitz, 1 982; Biederman, Teitelbaum, & Mezzanotte, 1 983; 

Palmer, 1975 ) .  
To successfully comprehend a scene, observers must suppress these typi-

cal-but-absent objects, j ust as readers and l isteners must suppress the inappro

priate meanings of  ambiguous words and the incorrect forms of  homophones. 
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FIGURE 2. Estimated activation is the difference between subjects' latencies to reject rest 
words like CALJ'vl after sentence final homophones like p,1tie11ts \'ersus after sentence final non
homophones like studwts. Data from :VI. A. Gernsbacher & M. E.  Faust. ]oumaf o{ Expemnell
tal Psychology: Leami11g, iYiellzo•·y, a11d Cog11itio11 ( 1991; Experiment 1 ). 
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The same structure-building mechanism that suppresses the activation of in
appropnate linguistic information could suppress the activation of inappro
pnate nonlmgw�uc m formauon. I f  this IS the same mechanism, and if  this 
general suppression mechanism underlies ski l led comprehension, then more
skdled comprehenders should be more successful in suppressing the activation 
of typical-but-absent objects when viewing scenes. 

_
We tested this hypothesis ( in Gernsbacher & Faust,  1 9 9 1 a ;  Experiment 

2) usmg Biederman et a l . 's ( 1 988) stimuli .  Biederman et al. ( 1 988) replicated 
the phenomenon m whiCh subjects incorrectly report that an object is present 
111 a scene when the object IS typical of that scene (for instance, subjects incor
rectly report that a tractor was present in a farm scene) .  Instead of briefly 
v1ewmg actual scenes, however, the subjects in Biederman et a I.'s ( 1 988) ex
penments VIewed clock-face arrangements of  objects, as i l lustrated in Figure 
3. For mstance, Figure 3A i l lustrates a clock-face arrangement of  six objects 
normally found 111 a farm scene; bam, pig, pitchfork, farmer, rooster, and ear 
of com. We refer to these clock-face arrangements as scenic arrays. 

. 
We presented all of Biederman et a l . 's ( 1 988) scenic arrays that com

pnsed thr:e, four, five, and six objects. However, we slightly modified Bieder
man et a l .  s task so that It would better parallel our linguistic tasks. In our ex
penment, subjects first viewed a scenic array; then, they saw the name of a 

TYPICAL SCEN1C ARRAy TEST OBJECT 
A � 

, � 

�� / 
TRACTOR 

A TYPICAL SCEN1C ARRAY TEST OBJECT 

I m 
rfP � TRACTOR 

B 

�� 

FIGURE 3. Example stimuli.  From :vi. A. Gernsbacher & M. E. Faust. joumal of Experimen
t,d Psychology: Leammg, Memory, a11d Cog11ition ( 1 9 9 1; Experimenr 2). 
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test object. Their task was to verify whether the named test object had been 
present in the array they j ust viewed. On 80 trials, the test object had been 
present, but in 80 it had not. In this experiment, we were interested in the tri
als in which the test object had not been present. 

On half of these trials, the objects in the array were typical of a particu
lar scene, for instance, objects that typical ly occur in a farm scene, as illustrat
ed in Figure 3A. On these trials, the test object was something that also typi
cally occurs in this type of scene, but it had not been present in the scenic 
array the subjects viewed. For instance, a TRACTOR typical ly occurs in a 
farm scene, but no TRACTOR occurs in the scenic array il lustrated in Figure 
3A. 

We compared how long subjects took to reject TRACTOR after viewing 
the farm array with how long they took to reject TRACTOR after viewing 
another scenic array, for instance, objects belonging to a kitchen scene, as i l
lustrated in Figure 3B. This comparison showed us how activated the typical
but-absent object was: the longer subjects took to reject TRACTOR after 
viewing the typical (farm) array versus the atypical (kitchen) array, the more 
activated the typical-but-absent object must have been. 

We presented the names of the test objects at two intervals: immediately 
(50 ms) after subjects viewed each array, and after a 1-s delay. Figure 4 dis
plays our 40 subjects' data, presented as estimated activation of the typical
but-absent objects. We estimated activation of the typical-but-absent objects 
by subtracting subjects' latencies to reject names of test objects l ike TRAC
TOR after viewing atypical (kitchen) arrays from their latencies to reject 
names of test objects l ike TRACTOR after viewing typical (farm) arrays. As 
Figure 4 i l lustrates, immediately after both the more- and-less skil led compre
henders viewed the scenic arrays, the typical-but-absent objects were highly 
activated. In  fact, the typical-but-absent objects were about equally activated 
for the more- and the less-skilled comprehenders. 

As Figure 4 also i l lustrates, 1 s after the more-skilled comprehenders 
viewed the scenic arrays, the typical-but-absent objects were no longer reli
ably activated. We suggest that the more-skilled comprehenders had success
fully suppressed the typical-but-absent objects. But for the less-skilled com
prehenders, even after the 1-s delay, the typical-but-absent objects were still 
highly activated; in fact, they were as activated a fter the 1-s delay as they were 
immediately after viewing the arrays. These results support the hypothesis 
that skil led comprehenders are more successful in suppressing typical-but-ab
sent objects after they view scenic arrays. 

Skilled Comprehenders Are More Successful in Suppressing 
Information across Modalities 

To negotiate the environment, we must make sense of stimuli  that origi
nate from various modalities. We would be severely handicapped if we were 
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FIGURE 4. Estimated activation is the difference between subjects" latencies to t"CJect the 
names of test objects like TRACTOR after viewing typical arrays (of farm obJeCts) versus atypi
c.11 arrays (of kllchen objects). Data from M. A. Gernsbacher &.: :V1. E. Faust. Jounwl of Ex{Jai
mental Ps)·chology: Leamiltg, Me1110ry, ,md Cogmtion ( 1991; Experiment 2). 

skilled at only reading written words, or only listening to spoken words, or 
only comprehending graphic displays. Information originates from different 
modalities, often simultaneously. We read while listening to music, and we 
drive while carrying on a conversation. 

Comprehenders often experience interference across modalities. For in
stance, it is harder to name a pictured object such as an ashtray if a letter 
string such as INCH is written across the picture, as i l lustrated in Figure 5A. 
The opposite is also true: it is harder to read a word such as RIVER i f  it  is su
perimposed on a picture, as illustrated in Figure 5B (Smith & McGee, 1980 ) .  

Successful comprehension often requires suppressing information across 
modalities. The same structure-building mechanism that suppresses informa
tion within a modality could suppress information across modalities. I f  this is 
the same mechanism, and if this general suppression mechanism underlies 
skilled compre hension, then more-skilled comprehenders should be more suc
cessful in suppressing information across modalities. 

We tested this hypothesis (in Gernsbacher & Faust, 199 1 a; Experiment 
3) in the following way. Subjects first viewed a context display, which con
tained a l ine-drawn picture of a common object and a familiar word . For ex
ample, Figure 5A i l lustrates a picture of an ashtray with the word INCH writ
ten across it. Figure 5B illustrates the word RIVER superimposed on a picture 
of a baseball player. All context displays contained both a picture and a word. 

After subjects viewed each context display, they were shown a test dis
play. Each test display contained either another picture or another word. Half 
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PlcruRE TRIAL 
Context Display Test Display 

A 

~ � 
WORD TRIAL 
Context Display Test Display 

R� STREAM 
A 

B 

FIGURE 5. Example stimuli for filler trials. FromM. A. Gernsbacher & M. E. Faust. jottmal 
of Experimental Psychology: Learning, Me111ory, and Cognition ( 1991: Experiment 3 ). 

the time, the test display contained another picture, and we referred to those 
trials as Picture trials; half the time, the test display contained another word, 
and we referred to those trials as Word tria ls. Subjects were told before each 
trial whether that trial would be a Picture trial or a Word trial .  

Figure S A  i l lustrates a Picture trial. On Picture trials, subjects were told 
to focus on the picture in the context display and ignore the word. For exam
ple, for the Picture trial shown in Figure SA, subjects should have focused on 
the ashtray and ignored the word INCH. Following each co�text display, sub
jects were shown a test display. On the Picture trials, the test display con
tained another picture. The subjects' task ( on Picture trials)  was to verify 
whether the picture shown in the test display was related to the picture shown 
in the context display. For the Picture trial shown in Figure SA, subjects 
should have responded "yes," because the picture shown in the test display, 
the pipe, was related to the picture shown in the context display, the ashtray. 

Figure SB illustrates a Word trial. On Word trials, subjects were sup
posed to focus on the word in the context display and ignore the picture. For 
example, for the Word trial shown in Figure 5B, subjects should have focused 
on the word RIVER and ignored the baseball player. The test display on 
Word trials contained another word. The subjects ' task was to verify whether 
the word written in the test display was related to the word written in the 
context display. For the Word trial shown in Figure 5B, subjects should have 
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responded "yes, "  because the word written in the test display, STREAM, was 
related to the word written in the context display, RIVER. 

On 40 Picture trials and 40 Word trials, the test display was related to 
what the subj ects were to focus on in the context display, j ust as  they are re
lated in Figure S. However, we were more interested in the 80 trials in which 
the test display was unrelated to what the subjects were supposed to focus on 
in the context display. On half  of those trials, the test display was unrelated to 
what the subjects were to focus on in the context display, but it was related to 
what they were supposed to ignore. 

For example, Figure 6A i l lustrates an experimental Picture trial. The 
context display contains a picture of  a hand with the superimposed word 
RAIN. Because this is a Picture trial, subjects should have focused on the pic
ture (the hand) and ignored the word. The test display is a picture of  anum
brella. So the test display, the umbrella, is unrelated to what the subjects were 
supposed to focus on in the context display, the hand; therefore, the subjects 

PlcnJRE TRIAL 
Context Display Test Display 

A 

~ � 

~ � 
8 

WORD TRIAL 
Context Display Test Display 

c / �NTH SWEEP 
D 

� SWEEP 
FIGURE 6. Example stimuli for experimental trials. FromM. A. Gernsbacher & M. E. Faust. 
]ounzal of Experimwtal Psychology: Leanzi11g, Me111ory, a11d Cog11ition (1991; Experiment 3). 
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should have responded "no." But the test display is related to what the sub
jects were supposed to ignore, the word RAIN. We measured how long sub
jects took to reject the test display, the picture of  the umbrella, after viewing 
the context display, the picture of the hand with the superimposed word 
RAIN. And we compared that with how long subjects took to reject the same 
test display, the picture of the umbrella, after viewing the same context dis
play, the picture of  the hand, but with another word superimposed, SO UP. 

Experimental Word trials worked similarly, as i l lustrated by Figure 6C. 
When reading this Word trial context display, subjects should have focused 
on the word MONTH and ignored the surrounding picture of a broom. We 
measured how long subjects took to reject the word SWEEP after reading the 
word MONTH surrounded by the broom. And we compared that with how 
long subjects took to reject SWEEP after viewing the same context display 
with the picture of a broom replaced by a picture of a sandwich (as i l lustrated 
by Figure 6C) .  

As in our other experiments, we presented the test display-s at  two inter
vals: immediately (50 ms) after subjects viewed the context-setting display, 
and a fter a 1-s delay. Figure 7 displays our 160 subjects' data, presented as es
timated activation of  the to-be-ignored pictures/words. We estimated activa
tion of the to-be-ignored pictures/words by su btracting subj-xts' latencies to 
reject test displays that were unrelated to ignored pictures/words from their 
latencies to reject test displays that were related to ignored pictures/words. 2 

As Figure 7 i l lustrates, immediately a fter comprehenders of both skil l  levels 
saw the context displays, the ignored pictures/words were highly activated; in 
fact, they were almost equallv activated for the more-skilled and the less
skilled comprehenders. However, 1 s a fter the more-skil led comprehenders 
saw the context displays, the ignored pictures/words were no longer reliably 
activated. We suggest that the more-ski lled comprehenders had successfullv 
suppressed them. However, even after the 1-s delay, the ignored pictures/ 
words were still highly activated for the less-skil led comprehenders; in fact, 
they were as activated a fter 1 s as they were immediately (after 50 ms) .  These 
clara support the hypothesis that more-skilled comprehenclers are more suc
cessful in suppressing information across modalities. 

In the experiments we have described, we found that more-skil led com
prehenders were more successful in  rejecting irrelevant or inappropriate infor
mation. We suggest that successful suppression underlies comprehension skill .  
A counterexplanation is that more-skilled comprehenders arc more successful 
in suppressing inappropriate information because they more fully appreciate 
what is contextually appropriate. Perhaps they more successfully employ their 
enhancement mechanisms, not their suppression mechanisms. We tested that 
hypothesis in two further experiments. 

2Although cornprehenders of both skill  levels responded more rapidly on Picture trials 
th.ln on Word trials, there were no interactions with modahtv (Picture vs. \\iord). So, we have 
collapsed across this variable in our frgures. 
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FIGURE 7. Estimated activation rs the difference between subjects' latencies to reJect test dis
plavs that were related versus unrelated to ignored pictures or words. Data from i\1. A. Gerns
bacher & :VI. E. Faust. ]oum<�l of Expailnental Psychology: Leaming, Memory, mtd Cogn1ti01z 
I 199 1: Experiment 3). 

Skilled Comprehenders Do Not More Successfully Enhance 
Contextually Appropriate Meanings 

According to the Structure Bui lding Framework, comprehension re
quires enhancing the activation of memory nodes when those nodes are rele
vant to the structure being built. So, perhaps more-skil led comprehenders' en
hancement mechanisms, not their suppression mechanisms, underlie their 
success at comprehension .  By this logic, more-skil led comprehenders have less 
difficulty rejecting ACE after reading He dug with the spade because they 
more fully appreciate that the context of digging with a spade implies a gar
den tool ,  not a playing card. 

This explanation seems unlikely given the repeated finding that more
ski lled comprehenders are not more appreciative of predictable sentence con
texts; in fact, laboratory research suggests just the opposite: less-ski lled com
prehenders often benefit more from predictable contexts more than do 
more-skilled comprehenders. For example, the word dump is predictable in 
the following context: 

(7) The garbage men had loaded as much as they could onto the truck. 
They would have to drop off a load at the garbage dump. 

In contrast, dump is less predictable in the fol lowing context: 
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( 8 )  Albert didn't have the money he needed to buy the part to fix his 
car. Luckily, he found the part he wanted at the dump. 

Al l  comprehenders pronounce the word dump more rapidly when it occurs in 
the predictab le context than when it  occurs in the less predictable context; in 
other words, a l l  comprehenders benefit from the predictable contexts. But 
less-skilled comprehenders benefit more than do more-ski l led comprehenders 
(Perfetti & Roth, 1 98 1 ) .  

We also evaluated this counterexplanation (in Gernsbacher & Faust, 
199 1 a; Experiment 4) with adult comprehenders and a task similar to those 
we had used in our previous experiments. Subjects read short sentences, and 
fol lowing each sentence they saw a test word. As in our other experiments, 
the subjects' task was to verify whether the test word fit the meaning of the 
sentence they j ust read. However, in this experiment we were interested in the 
80 tria ls in w·hich the test word did indeed match the meaning of the sentence 
(and, therefore, the subjects should have responded "yes") .  

On ha l f  of  those trials, the last word of the sentence was  an ambiguous 
word, for example, spade, and the verb in the sentence was biased toward one 
meaning of  the ambiguous word, for example, 

( 9 )  He dug with the spade. 

The test word was related to the meaning of  the ambiguous word that was bi
ased by the verb, for example, GARD EN. In a comparison condition we pre
sented the same sentence, but the biasing verb was replaced with a neutral 
verb, for example, 

( 1 0 )  He picked up the spade. 

The spade in sentence ( 1 0 )  could be either a garden tool or a playing card. 
We measured how rapidly subjects accepted test words after reading 

sentences with biasing verbs versus neutral verbs.3 This comparison showed 
us how fully comprehenders could appreciate the biasing contexts: the faster 
subjects accepted GARDEN after reading the sentence with the biasing verb 
phrase dug with versus the neutral verb p hrase picked up, the more fully they 
appreciated the biasing context. 

We presented the test words at two intervals: immediately ( 1 00 ms) after 
subjects finished reading each sentence, and after a 1 -s delay. We predicted 
that comprehenders of both ski l l  levels would benefit from the biasing con-

3To ensure that the biased verbs were biased and the neutral verbs were neutral, 25 stu
dents at University of Oregon read all of the experimental and comparison sentences and made 
unspeeded judgments about the meanings of the ambigLIOUS words. We used biased verbs only if 
95% of our students selected the meaning of the ambiguous word that we intended, and we used 
neutral verbs only if our students were roughly split over which meaning we intended (e.g., when 
given the sentence He picked up the spade, approximately 50% chose GARDEN TOOL and ap
proximately 50% chose PLAYING CARD). 
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texts; that is, both groups of comprehenders would accept test words more 
rapidly when the sentences contained biasing as opposed to neutral verbs. 
However, we were particu larly interested in whether the more-skil led compre
henders would benefit more than the less-ski l led comprehenders. 

If more-skilled comprehenders are more successful in rejecting contextu
ally inappropriate information (as we found in our previous experiments) 
simply because they are more appreciative of  context, then the more-skilled 
comprehenders should have benefited more from the biasing contexts. In  con
trast, if  more-ski l led comprehenders are more successful in rejecting inappro
priate information because they are more skil led in employing suppression, 
then the more-skil led comprehenders should not have benefited any more 
from the biasing contexts than the less-skil led comprehenders did. Based on 
previous literature, we predicted that the less-skilled comprehenders would 
benefit even more from the biasing contexts than the more-skil led compre
henders did. 

Figure 8 displays our 1 20 subjects' data, presented as estimated activa
tion of  the biased meanings. We estimated activation of  the biased meanings 
by subtracting subjects' latencies to accept test words l ike GARDEN after 
reading sentences with biasing verbs l ike dug with from their latencies to ac
cept GARDEN after reading sentences with unbiased verbs like picked up. As 
Figure 8 i l lustrates, at both the immediate and delayed test intervals, the bi
ased verbs led to greater activation, and this occurred for both more- and less
ski l led comprehenders. Indeed, as Figure 8 a lso illustrates, at both test inter-
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FIGURE 8. Estimated activation is the difference between subjects' latencies to accept test 
words like GARDEN after reading sentences with biasing verbs (diggi11g with) versus neutral 
verbs (picked up). Data from M. A. Gernsbacher & M. E. Faust. ]oumal of Experimental Psy
chology: Leami11g, Memory, mzd Cognition (1991; Experiment 4 ) .  
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vals, the less-ski l led comprehenders benefited more from the biasing verbs 
than the more-skilled comprehenders benefited. These data do not support 
the hypothesis that more-ski l led comprehenders are more skillful in suppress
ing inappropriate information because they more fully appreciate what is con
textually appropriate . 

Skilled Comprehenders Are Not Necessarily More Successful in 
Enhancing Typical Objects in Scenes 

Just as sentence comprehension often requires enhancing appropriate or 
relevant information, scene comprehension might also require enhancing rele
vant information ( i .e . ,  information present in  the visual array ) .  In Gernsbach
er and Faust ( 1 99 1 a ;  Experiment 2) we found that more-skilled comprehen
ders were more successful in suppressing the typical-but-absent objects 
presented in scenic arrays. Perhaps more-ski l led comprehenders' enhance
ment mechanisms, not their suppression mechanisms, underlie their success in 
suppressing the typical-but-absent objects presented in  scenic arrays. By this 
logic, more-ski lled comprehenders have less difficulty rejecting TRACTOR 
after viewing an array of farm objects in  which a tractor is not present be
cause more-ski lled comprehenders more fully comprehend the objects that are 
present in the scenic array. 

We tested this hypothesis ( in  Gernsbacher & Faust, 1 99 1 a; Experiment 
5) in the following way. Subjects first viewed a scenic array of objects, and 
then they read the name of a test object. For instance, subjects first viewed the 
scenic array i llustrated in Figure 9 A, and then they saw the test object, 
TRACTOR.  The subjects' task was to verify whether the test object had been 
present in the array they j ust viewed. On 80 trials, the test object had not 
been present, but on 80 it had. In this experiment, we were interested in the 
trials in which the test object had been present (and, therefore, the subjects 
should have responded "yes " ) .  

On half of those trials, the other objects in the array were typical of the 
scene in which the test object typically occurs. For example, the other objects 
in the array shown in Figure 9A typically occur in a farm scene, j ust as a trac
tor does. In a comparison condition, the other objects were atypical of the 
scene in which the test object typ ically occurs. For example, the other objects 
in the array shown in Figure 9B do not typically occur in a farm scene. 

We compared how rapidly subjects accepted TRACTOR after viewing 
it in an array of typical  objects with how rapidly they accepted TRACTOR 
after viewing it in an array of atypical objects. This comparison showed us 
how fully comprehenders could appreciate the typical contexts: the faster sub
jects were to accept TRACTOR after viewing the array of typical versus atyp
ical objects, the more fully the subjects must have appreciated the context. 

We presented the names of the test objects at two intervals: immediately 
( 50  ms) after subjects finished viewing each scenic array, and after a 1 -s delay. 

A 

B 
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FIGURE 9. Example stimuli for experimental trials. From lvl. A. Gernsbachcr & M. E. Faust. 
]ottmal of Experzmental Psycho/og1·: Leammg, Mcmo,-y. and Cognition ( 1 991; Experiment 5). 

We expected that comprehenders of both ski l l  levels would benefit from the 
typical contexts. That is, both groups of comprehenders would accept test ob
jects more rapidly when the arrays contained typical objects as opposed to 
atypical objects. This result would corroborate Biederman et a! .  ( 1 9 8 8  ) .  

However, we were interested in  whether the more-ski l led comprehen
ders would benefit more from the typical contexts. If  more-sk i l led compre
henders are more successful in rejecting contextually inappropriate informa
tion (as we found in our previous experiments) s imply because they are more 
appreciative of context, then they should have benefited more from the typi
cal contexts. In contrast, if more-skilled comprehenders are more successful in 
rejecting inappropriate information because they arc more ski lled in employ
ing suppression, then the more-skilled comprehenders should not have bene
fited any more from the typical contexts than the less-skil led comprehenders 
did. 

Figure 10 displays our 40 subjects' data, presented as estimated activa
tion of the typical-and-present objects . We estimated activation of  the typical
and-present objects by subtracting subjects' latencies to accept test objects 
l ike TRACTOR after viewing a tractor in a typical (farm) array from their la
tencies to accept TRACTOR after viewing a tractor in  an atypical (kitche11 )  
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FIGURE 10.  Estimated activation is the difference between subjects' latencies to accept test 
objects l ike TRACTOR after viewing those test objects in  typical ({mm) versus atypical (kttchen) 
arrays. Data from M. A. Gernsbacher & M. E. Faust. joumal of Experilllental PsyciJOiogy: 
Leami11g, Memory, and Cog11ition ( 1 9 9 1 ;  Experiment 5). 

array. As Figure 10 i l lustrates, at both the immediate and delayed test inter
va ls, the typical contexts led to greater activation, and this occurred for com
prehenders of both ski l l  levels. Indeed, as Figure 10 also i l lustrates, the less
skil led comprehenders benefited more from the typical contexts than did the 

,more-skilled comprehenders. These data do not support the hypothesis that 
more-ski l led comprehenders are more ski l lful in  suppressing inappropriate in
formation because they more fully appreciate what is contextually appropri
ate. 

This dissociation between enhancement and suppression is suggested by 
data collected from other populations who might have comprehension diffi
culty. For instance, 1 s a fter reading a sentence such as, The man moved the 
piano, less-skilled fifth-grade readers show activation of a semantical ly asso
ciated but contextually less-relevant word, such as music, as well as activation 
of  contextually relevant words, such as heavy; in  contrast, 1 s after reading 
the same sentence, more-skil led fifth-grade readers show activation of  only 
contextually relevant words (Merril l  et al., 1981 ) .  This result suggests that 
less-skil led fifth-grade readers are not deficient in  activating contextually ap
propriate information (e.g., the sense of a p iano being heavy), yet they are de
ficient in suppressing contextually irrelevant semantic associates (e.g., the 
conception of  a piano as a musical instrument).  

Some older adults might also be characterized by less-efficient suppres
sion mechanisms but relatively healthy enhancement mechanisms. Elderly 
adults show little deficit in  traditional semantic priming tasks, yet they show 
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difficulty i n  "negative-priming" tasks. After younger adults focus o n  one ob
ject and ignore another, they are less able to identify the object they ignored 
( hence the term, "negative priming " ) .  For example, after younger adults focus 
on a green A superimposed on a red B, they are less a ble to identify a red B i f  
it appears on the next d isplay. Presumably, the younger adults have efficiently 
suppressed the object they were supposed to ignore (e.g.,  the red B). However, 
older adults do not experience this negative-priming effect, suggesting that 
they less efficiently suppressed the to-be-ignored item (Hasher, Stoltzfus, Za
c ks, & Rypma, 1 9 91; McDowd, Oseas-Kreger, & Fil icon, Chapter 11, this 
volume; Neil l ,  Valdes, & Terry, Chapter 7, this volume) .  

Final ly, consider a population whose members experience grave difficul
ties in many everyday cognitive tasks: schizophrenics. Among other d ifficul
ties, schizophrenics are notoriously inefficient at mainta in ing the same top ic 
while speaking, suggesting that they suffer from less-efficient suppression 
mechanisms; however, they are notoriously hyperactive in  their semantic as
sociations, suggesting that they do not suffer from less-efficient enhancement 
mechanisms (Chapman & Chapman, 1973 ) .  ( For a more complete discussion 
of susceptib ility to interference among schizophrenics, see Lewandowsky and 
Li, Chapter 10, this volume . )  

SUPPRESSION I S  SUSCEPTIBLE T O  PROBABILITY 

According to the Structure Bui lding Framework, memory nodes arc 
automatical ly activated by incoming stimu li .  Once activated, memory nodes 
transmit processing signals: they send signals to suppress other memory nodes 
when the information represented by those other nodes is less relevant to the 
structure being developed. And they send signals to enhance other memory 
nodes when the information represented by those other nodes is more 
relevant. 

This simple conception implies that suppression operates relatively au
tomatically. According to this conception, suppression signals are obl igatorily 
sent, based on some criterion, for instance, a s imilarity criterion. The litera
ture on cognitive processes differentiates between this type of  automatic men
tal activity from processes that are more attentional ( Keele & Nei ll, 1978; 
Posner & Snyder, 1 975a,  1 975b) .  Is suppression an automatic mental activity 
or is the deployment of suppression signals a function of a ttention? 

Automatic versus attentional mechanisms have been c laimed to be dis
tinguishable in the laboratory by manipulating the probability of  a particu lar 
type of trial occurring within an experiment. The logic of  a probability ma
nipulation is this: if a certain type of  experimental trial occurs only rarely, 
subjects might not even notice that type of trial. But i f  a certain type of trial 
occurs frequently, subjects might attend to that type of  trial at some level of 
conscious or even unconscious awareness. 
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Consider the following experimental task: subjects see pairs of letter 

strings, appearing side by side ( e.g. ,  DORTZ BLAUCH) .  The subjects' task is 

to decide whether each member of the pair is a word. On some trials, both 

members are words, and on some of the trials in which both members arc 

words, the two words are semantically related, for example ,  B READ B UT

TER . A classic finding is that the second letter string is recognized more 

rapidly when it appears in a pair of related words; for example, B UTTER is 

recognized more rapidly when it appears in the related-word patr BREAD 

B UTTER than when i t  appears in the  unrelated-word pair NURSE B UTTER 

(Meyer & Schvaneveldt, 1 97 1 ) . . 
Now consider the following manipulation: in one condition, only 1/8 ot 

the word pairs are related ( BREAD B UTTER),  and the majority ( 7/8 )  are un

related (NURSE B UTTER);  in another condition 1 /2 are related, and 1/2 are 

unrelated; and in  a third condition, the majority ( 7/8 )  of the word pairs are 

related, and only 1/8  are unrelated. With this manipulation, subjects recog

nize the second word of the pair more rapidly if the pair is related ( just as oth

er experiments have shown ) ,  and the advantage of the relatedness between 

the two words in a pair is  a function of the probabi lity of a re lated-word patr 

appearing in the experiment. When only 1/8 of the word pairs in the experi

ment are rela ted, the advantage is smallest; when 7/8 of the word pairs are re

lated, the advantage is largest. The high probability of related pairs affects 

subjects' processing and responses (Tweedy, Lapinski, & Schvaneveldt, 

1 977) .  
In  other experiments, subjects a lso respond differently when there is a 

high versus low probabil ity of a certain type of experimental trial .  For in

stance, in experiments in which subjects perform a letter-matching task, sub

jects are shown pairs of letters, and they decide rapidly whether the members 

of the pair match (either physically, e.g., A and A, or in name, e .g . ,  a and A). 

In  Posner a nd Snyder's ( 1 97 5 b ) experiment, the letter pairs were preceded bv 

three types of cues :  an informative cue, which was one of the letters of  the 

pair ( e.g . ,  the cue was A, and the pair was AA), a neutral  cue ( a  plus sign) ,  or 

an uninformative cue, w hich was a letter that did not match either member of 

the pair ( e.g. ,  the cue was B ,  and the pair was AA) .  Posner and Snyder 

( 1 97 5 b )  varied the probability of the cue being informative. It was informa

tive on 20% ,  50%, or  80% of the trials. Subjects were fastest when the cue 

was informative, and when the informative cue occurred 80% of the time. 

However, subjects do not always respond differently when there is a 

high versus a low probability of a particular type of trial .  For instance, in an 

experiment in which subjects have to decide whether each member of a pair  

of letter strings is a word, subjects typica lly respond more rapidly to the relat

ed-word pairs (e .g . ,  BREAD B UTTER) when there is a high probability of re

lated-word pairs. However, subjects are a ffected by the proportion manipula

tion only if  they have enough time to process the first word of the pair; 

without adequate time for processing the first word, a 1/8  versus 1/2 versus 
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7/8 ratio o f  related- to unrelated-word pairs i s  ineffective ( den Heyer, Briand, 
& Dannenbring, 1 98 3 ) .  

Consider another experimental situation in  which subjects were unaf
fected by a proportion manipulation. In Simpson and Burgess (198 5 ) ,  subjects 
ftrst read an ambiguous prime word, such as  BANK. After 7 50 ms, each 
prime word disappeared, and the subjects saw a test word, such as MONEY. 
The subjects made a lexical decision to each test word.  On some trials, the 
test  words were related to the most-frequent meaning of the ambiguous prime 
words. For example, MONE Y is related to the most-frequent meaning of 
BANI<. On other trials, the test words were related to a less-frequent meaning 
of the ambiguous prime words. For example, RIVER is related to a less-fre
quent meaning of  the ambiguous prime word BANK. These relations are i l
lustrated in Table l .  

Simpson and Burgess ( 1985)  measured how rapidly subjects responded 
co the test words ( MONEY or RIVE R )  when the prime words were ambigu-
8us (BANK )  versus when they were unambiguous (e .g . ,  RIDDLE) ,  as  illus
trated in  Table l. Simpson and Burgess ( 19 8 5 )  a lso manipulated the probabil
lty that the test words were related to the less- versus more-frequent meanings 
of the ambiguous prime words. In one condition, test words were related to 
the less-frequent meaning on the majority, 80%, of  the tria ls, and on only 
20% of the trials were the test words related to the more-frequent meanings. 
In  a second condition, the test words were related ro the less- versus more-fre
quent meanings on an equal number of the trials ( 50 % ) .  In a third condition, 
the test words were related to the less-frequent meanings on only 20 % of the 
trials, and they were related to the more-frequent meanings on 80% of the tri
a ls .  

Simpson and Burgess ( 1 985 )  found that the probabil ity manipulation 
was ineffective. Regardless of the probability that the test words would be re
lated to the less- versus more-frequent meanings, subjects recognized (made 
lexical decisions to) the more-frequent meanings (MONE Y) more rapidly 
than they recognized the less- frequent meanings (RIVER) .  Thus, even when 

TABLE 1 .  Example Stimuli" 

Test words 
Context 
word River Money 

Bank Related to Related to 
LESS-frequent MORE-frequent 
meaning meaning 

Riddle Unrelated to either Unrelated to either 
meaning meaning 

"From Simpson & Burgess, 1985.  
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the test words were related to the less-frequent meanings on 80% of the trials, 
subjects still recognized the more-frequent meanings more rapidly than they 
recognized the less-frequent meanings ( just as they did when the test words 
had an equal probabil ity of  being related to the less- versus more-frequent 
meanings ) .  In fact, in  a fourth condition, subjects were informed that many of 
the prime words would be ambiguous and that 80% of the test words would 
be related to those prime words' less-frequent meanings. But even with this 
informative warning, subjects sti l l  did not recognize the less-frequent mean
ings more rapidly than they recognized the more-frequent meanings. These 
data suggest that subjects could not improve their recognition of  the less
frequent meanings of  ambiguous words. 

In the last set of  experiments that we discuss here, we used a proba bi lity 
manipulation to investigate further the cognitive mechanism of suppression. 
In Gernsbacher et a l .  ( 1 990 ) , we demonstrated that correctly understanding a 
sentence that contains an ambiguous word requires a suppression of the 
meanings of  that ambiguous word that are not implied by the sentence's con
text. For example, correctly understanding the sentence. He dug with the 
spade, requires suppression o f  the meaning of spade that is associated with 
playing cards. Is this suppression of  contextually inappropriate meanings of 
ambiguous words susceptible to the proportion of  trials on which suppression 
is needed? 

Successful Suppression of Contextually Inappropriate Meanings 
Is Affected by Probability 

In this experiment, subjects read short sentences, and a fter each sentence 
they saw a test word. Their task was to verify whether the test word fit the 
meaning of  the sentence they just read. On 60 trials, the test word did indeed 
fit the sentence, but we were more interested in the 60 trials in which the test 
word did not fit the sentence. In these 60 trials, the sentence final word was 
either an ambiguous word (e .g. ,  spade) or an unambiguous word (e.g., shov
el). We manipulated the proportion of trials in which the sentence final word 
was ambiguous or unambiguous. In the High-Proportion condition, the sen
tence fina l word was ambiguous on the majority, 67%, of  the trials and un
ambiguous on only 3 3 %  of the trials. In the Low-Proportion condition, the 
sentence final word was ambiguous on only 3 3 %  of the trials and unambigu
ous on the majority, 67%, of  the trials. The design of this experiment is i l lus
trated in  Table 2.  

The test word on both types of tr ials was related to a meaning of  the 
ambiguous word that was inappropriate to the context, for example, A CE. 
All the test words were presented 1000 ms a fter the offset of  the sentence final 
words, and the proportion variable was manipulated between subjects. Re
jecting a test word like A CE following an ambiguous sentence final word like 
spade requires suppressing the inappropriate meaning. Rejecting A CE follow-

I 
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TABLE 2. Experimental Design 

Test # of 
Context sentence word trials Proportion Trial type 

Gernsbacher, He dug with the spade. ACE 40 50% Suppression 

Varner, and He dug with the shovel. ACE 40 50% No suppression 

Faust ( 1  990) 

Low-Proportion He dug with the spade. ACE 20 33% Suppression 

condition He dug with the shovel. ACE 40 67% No suppression 

High-Propostion He dug with the spade. ACE 40 67% Suppression 

condition He dug with the shovel ACE 20 33% No suppression 

ing an unambiguous sentence final word l ike shovel does not require this sup
pression. If subjects' suppression of inappropriate meanings is susceptible to 
the probabil ity of  trials on which suppression is needed, then subjects should 
be more l ikely to suppress the contextual ly inappropriate meanings in  the 
H igh-Proportion condition than in the Low-Proportion condition. 

Figure 1 1  displays our 202 subjects' data, presented as estimated activa
tion of  the inappropriate meanings. We estimated activation of  the inappro
priate meanings by subtracting subjects' latencies to reject test words l ike 
A CE after reading ambiguous words l ike spade from their latencies to reject 
test words l ike A CE after reading unambiguous words like shovel. In Figure 

60 

40 

RTambig 20 
- RTunambig 

·20 

·40 

ESTIMATED ACTIVATION OF 
INAPPROPRIATE MEANINGS 

0 High-Proportion � Low-Proportion 

FIGURE 1 1 . Data from the ambiguous word proportionality manipulation experiment. Esti· 
mated activation is the difference between subjects' latencies to reject rest words like ACE after 
reading ambiguous words like spdde versus unambiguous words l ike shovel. 
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1 1 , the data provided by the subjects tested in the High-Proportion condition 
are represented by the unfil led bars, and the data provided by subjects tested 
in the Low-Proportion condition are represented by the hatched bars. 

As Figure 1 1  i l lustrates, the inappropriate meanings remained more ac
tivated in the Low-Proportion condition than they did in the High-Proportion 
condition. This finding suggests that subjects were more inclined to suppress 
the contextually inappropriate meanings in the High-Proportion condition. 

Successful Suppression of Incorrect Forms of Homophones 
Is Affected by Probability 

In Gernsbacher and Faust ( 1 99 1 a ) ,  we demonstrated that correctly un
derstanding a sentence that contains a homophone requires suppressing the 
other forms of that homophone that are not implied by the sentence's context. 
For example, correctly understanding the sentence, He had lots of patients, 
requires suppressing the homophone patience. In a recent experiment, sub
jects read short sentences, and after each sentence they saw a test word. Their 
task was to verify whether the test word fit the meaning of  the sentence they 
j ust read. On 60 trials, the test word did indeed fit the meaning of the sen
tence, but we were more interested in the 60 trials in which the test word did 
not fit the meaning of the sentence. These were our experimental sentences. 

We manipulated how many of  these 60 experimental sentences had sen
tence final words that were homophones versus nonhomophones, for exam
ple, He had lots of patients versus He had lots of students. In the High-Pro
portion condition, 67% of the 60 experimental sentences contained 
homophonic sentence final words, and only 3 3 %  of the experimental sen
tences had nonhomophonic sentence final words. In  the Low-Proportion con
dition, only 3 3 %  of the 60 experimental sentences contained homophonic 
sentence final words, and 67% had nonhomophonic sentence final words. 
The design of  this experiment is summarized in Table 3 .  

The test words for a l l  the experimental sentences were related t o  a 
meaning of the homophone's other form, for example, CALM. All the test 

TABLE 3. Experimental Design 

Test # of 
Context sentence word trials Proportion Trial type 

Gcrnsbacher and He had lots of patients. CALM 40 50% Suppression 
Faust ( 1 9 9 1 b) He had lots of students. CALM 40 50% No suppression 

Low-Proportion He had lots of patients. CALM 20 33'Yo Suppression 
condition He had lots of students. CALM 40 67% No suppression 

High-Proportion He had lots of patients. CALM 40 67% Suppression 
condition He had lots of students. CALM 20 33% No suppression 

l 
l 
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words were presented 1 000 ms after the offset of  the sentence final words, 
and the proportion variable was manipulated between subjects. Rejecting a 
test word l ike CALM fol lowing a homophonic sentence final word like pa
tience requires suppressing the incorrect form. Rejecting CALM fol lowing a 
nonhomophonic sentence final word l ike students does not require this sup
pression. If  subjects' suppression of  the incorrect forms of  homophones is sus
ceptible to the p robabil ity of trials on which suppression is needed, then our 
subjects should have been more l ikely to suppress the incorrect forms in the 
High-Proportion condition than in the Low-Proportion condition. 

Figure 12 displays our 200 subjects' data, presented as estimated activa 
tion of the homophones' incorrect forms. We estimated activation of the ho
mophones' incorrect forms by subtracting subjects' latencies to reject test 
words like CALM after reading nonhomophones like students from their la
tencies to reject test words like CALM after reading homophones l ike pa
tients. In Figure 1 2, the data provided by the subjects tested in the High-Pro
portion condition are represented by the unfilled bars, and the data provided 
by the subjects tested in the Low-Proportion condition are represented by the 
hatched bars. 

As Figure 12 i l lustrates, the incorrect forms remained more activated in 
the Low-Proportion condition than they did in the High-Proportion condi
tion. This finding suggests that subjects were more inclined to suppress the 
homophones' incorrect forms in the High-Proportion condition than they 
were in the Low-Proportion condition. 

60 

40 

RThphone 20 
- RT nonhphone 

ESTIMATED ACTIVATION OF 
INCORRECT FORMS 

0 +--.---------,--+--

-20 

·40 

D High-Proportion � Low-Proportion 

FIGURE 12. Data from the homophone proportionality manipulation experiment. Estimated 
acnvation is the difference between subjects' latencies to reject test words like CALM after sen· 
renee final homophones like p.1tie11ts versus sentence final nonhomophones like studel!ts. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

We began this chapter by briefly sketching our conception o f  suppres
sion. We envision suppression as an active dampening of activation. We pro
pose that suppression differs from passive decay. We also propose that suc
cessful suppression underlies ski l led comprehension. We then presented 
several experiments that demonstrated that skilled comprehenders arc more 
successful in suppressing inappropriate, incorrect, absent, or to-be-ignored in
formation. And we presented some further experiments that demonstrated 
that skilled comprehenders are not better at rejecting inappropriate or relat
ed-but-absent information simply because they more keenly recognize what is 
appropriate or related. 

In the last part of our chapter we discussed whether the mechanism of 
suppression that we have identified to underlie skil led comprehension is sus
ceptible to probabil ity. We presented two new experiments that demonstrated 
that successful suppression of  the contextually inappropriate meanings of  am
biguous words and successful suppression of  the incorrect forms of homo
phones are susceptible to the probability of  trials on w hich suppression is 
needed. These new data suggest that our conception of suppression is mediat
ed somewhat by the demands of  the experimenta l context. It  remains for our 
further investigation to discern where skilled suppression during comprehen
sion fal ls  on the continuum of a utomatic versus more attentionally demand
ing cognitive processes. 
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